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The scaling behavior of the elastic properties of colloidal gels that are well above the gelation
threshold is studied both theoretically and experimentally. A scaling theory was developed by con-
sidering the structure of the gel network as a collection of floe, which are fractal objects closely
packed throughout the sample. Two regimes are found based on the relative value of the elastic
constant of the interfloc links to that of the floe. In the strong-link (interfloc) regime, the elastic
constant of the gels increases but the limit of linearity decreases with increasing particle concentra-
tion, whereas in the weak-link regime both the elastic constant and the limit of linearity increase
with increasing particle concentration. Rheological studies on the elastic behavior of two types of
boehmite alumina gels, Catapal and Dispal powders, were performed. Both types of gels in the con-
centration range studied showed the strong-link behavior and the results are in good agreement
with the theoretical predictions. The value of the fractal dimension of the floe D —= 1.95, deduced
from the rheological measurements, is in agreement with the value D =—2.04 deduced from the static
light-scattering measurements on dilute suspensions. Therefore the scaling theory we developed
also enables us to extract structural information from the rheological measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Colloidal suspensions can be either dispersed or floccu-
lated, depending on (i) the magnitude of particle-particle
interaction energy and (ii) particle concentration. Vari-
ous conditions such as pH, surfactant additives, and par-
ticle size can affect the interparticle interaction energy
and thus cause the transition from the dispersed to the
flocculated state. A colloidal gel is a special state of floc-
culated systems in which a continuous network of parti-
cles is formed before settling occurs, with the resulting
suspension having a very high viscosity and a finite shear
modulus. The gel state occurs most often with small par-
ticles (&0.1 pm) and the particle volume fraction in the
gel state can be as low as a few percent. Although there
have been many studies ' on the scaling behavior of
the structural properties of colloidal aggregates (floe)
and colloidal gels, the scaling behavior of the physical
properties has been explored less. In this paper, we
present both experimental and theoretical studies of the
elastic properties of colloidal gels well above the gelation
threshold. Since the system is now far from the gelation
threshold, the scaling is no longer of the percolation type
but rather is affected mainly by the structure of the indi-
vidual floe.

In polymeric systems, it is known that gels are formed
by crosslinking polymers in semidilute solutions. Col-
loidal gels are very similar to polymer gels in that both are
viscoelastic. Furthermore, colloidal gels are formed by
particle aggregation and polymer gels are formed by poly-
merization and/or crosslinking, both of which are also ag-
gregation processes. In view of this similarity, we
developed a scaling theory for the elastic properties of col-
loidal gels by applying the scaling concepts which have
been proved to be successful with polymer gels. ' When

colloidal gels are well above the gelation threshold, the
scaling for both the elastic constant K and the limit of
linearity yo with respect to the particle concentration cp is
dictated by the fractal nature of the colloidal flocs. The gel
network is considered to be a collection of fractal floe
which are closely packed throughout the sample. Depend-
ing on the strength of the links between the floe in com-
parison to that of the floe, there can be two types of be-
havior, namely, strong-link behavior and weak-link behav-
ior. In the strong-link regime, E—q'" +"' '" ' and

yo - tp
" "

', whereas in the weak-link regime,
' and yo-y' '" ' where d is the Eu-

clidean dimension, D is the fractal dimension of the floe,
and x is the backbone fractal dimension of the floe. The
main differences in the two regimes are (1) K increases
more slowly in the weak-link regime than in the strong-
link regime and (2) yo increases with increasing particle
concentration in the weak-link regime but decreases with
increasing particle concentration in the strong-link regime.
A colloidal gel may cross over from the strong-link regime
to the weak-link regime with increasing particle concentra-
tion. Brown' has also derived an expression for the shear
modulus of colloidal gels which is similar to our expres-
sion of I( for the strong-link regime.

The experimental studies were performed on the col-
loidal boehmite alumina gels of two different powders
(Catapal and Dispal) using both rheological measure-
ments and static light-scattering measurements. The
rheological studies showed that both the storage modulus
G and the limit of linearity yo exhibit a power-law be-
havior with respect to particle concentration g, i.e.,
G'-g ' and yo-cp ' for the Catapal powder and
G'-y and yo-y for the Dispal powder. A similar
scaling behavior for the shear modulus has also been ob-
served by Buscall' and by Sonntag and Russel' for other
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colloidal gels.
Comparison of our rheological measurements with (he

scaling theory indicates that the boehmite alumina gels
we studied here are in the strong-link regime. Applying
the scaling theory to analyze the rheological data, we ob-
tained a fractal dimension D -=2.0 for the Catapal
powder and D -=1.95 for the Dispal powder. The static
light-scattering experiments on the dilute Dispal suspen-
sions give a fractal dimension D -=2.04, which is in good
agreement with the value deduced from the rheological
measurements. Thus, the scaling theory not only ex-
plains the power-law behavior of the elastic constant and
the limit of linearity but also allows the extraction of the
structural information of the floe such as the fractal di-
mensions from rheological experiments. It should be not-
ed that, in the present study, there is no swelling of the
fractal floe in dilute suspensions since the screening of
the interparticle interactions was kept the same at all par-
ticle concentrations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Sections II and III deal with the theory and the experi-
ments, respectively. Conclusions and discussions are
given in Sec. IV.

II. SCALING THEORY

Scaling theory has proven to be very successful in
describing the elastic properties of polymer gels well
above the gelation threshold. The basic concept of the
scaling theory for polymer gels is to relate the elastic
properties of a gel to its network structure. In a semidi-
lute polymeric solution, the chains (polymers) overlap.
One can define a correlation length g as follows: on a
length scale that is smaller than g, a chain does not in-
teract with other chains, and its swollen-coil structure
can still be identified; while on a scale that is larger than

g, the system is uniform. Thus, the structure of a semidi-
lute polymeric solution can be approximated as closely
packed blobs (meshes) (Ref. 13) of size g. When one
crosslinks polymers in a semidilute solution, the system
becomes a gel. Thus the static structure of a gel is identi-
cal to that of a semidilute polymeric solution, except that
the polymeric network in a semidilute solution is tran-
sient. Many properties of a gel are determined from the
bloblike network structure.

We assume that the structure of a colloidal gel is analo-
gous to that of a polymer gel. The blobs in polymer gels
are replaced by the floe formed during aggregation. The
blob size in polymer gels now represents the average floc
size in the colloidal network. A schematic representation
of colloidal gels is shown in Fig. 1 where the details of in-
dividual flocs are not shown. In reality, colloidal floe
(aggregates) can look more complicated than what we
draw in Fig. 1. As an example, a transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) micrograph of part of a colloidal flo
formed by Zr02 particles is shown in Fig. 2. The floe
are considered to be fractal objects since there is much
experimental evidence that colloidal aggregates behave
like fractals, although the fractal dimension may vary
with experimental conditions. For instance, the fractal
dimension D =1.75 for fast aggregation, which is
coincident with the result of the cluster-cluster aggrega-
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FIG. 1. Schematic structure of a colloidal gel. The circles in-

dicate fractal floe of size g. The regions between floe are re-
garded as links.

tion model ' (CLCLA) and D =2.0 for slow aggrega-
tion, ' which is coincident with the result of the
reaction-limited aggregation model" (RLA). These frac-
tal floe pack closely and fill the sample volume as repeat-
ing units of the colloidal gel network. If the fractal di-

FIG. 2. Transmission electron micrograph of part of a col-
loidal Zr02 flo.
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where d is the Euclidean dimension of the system. This
relation is well known in semidilute polymer solutions'
where D is the inverse of the Flory's number v (D =—,'for
polymers in a good solvent and 2 for polymers in a poor
solvent) and has been shown recently to be correct for
colloidal silica gels. '

The next step is to find the scaling relation of the elas-
tic constant K& of a floe of size g. The elastic properties
of a floc are dominated by its effective backbone whose
size is also g. One may approximate the elastic backbone
to be a linear chain of springs. This assumption is
justified in view of the fact that aggregates formed by the
CLCLA model, the RLA model, or the diffusion-limited
aggregation model (DLA) have very few loops. Kantor
and Webman' illustrated that in two dimensions, the
elastic constant K, of a linear chain of N» springs that
belong to the backbone, when both stretching of springs
and bending between neighboring springs are considered,
1S

Ko
K, =

Nb S
(2)

mension of the floe is D, the scaling relation between the
average floe size g and the particle concentration y can
be found by approximating the concentration inside the
floe as the overall particle concentration y:

1/(D —d)

power 2+x which is greater than 3. Thus, if flocs are al-
lowed to grow bigger, they would behave as weaker
springs. The macroscopic elastic constant K of a system
of size L can be written in terms of that of the individual
flocs:

d —2

Since the elastic constant of the individual floe can
vary widely depending on the flo size g and the back-
bone fractal dimension x as shown in Eq. (4), the elastic
constant of the links between flocs may be different from
that of the floe. Therefore, as discussed in the following
sections it is necessary to divide our discussion into two
regimes: strong-link and weak-link.

A. Strong-link regime

The strong-link regime may be achieved by first allow-
ing the individual floe to grow very big so that each flo
is a very weak spring as discussed above. One way to
grow large flocs is to use a system of low particle concen-
tration as indicated in Eq. (1). When the links between
floe (interfloc links) have a higher elastic constant than
those of the foes, the macroscopic elastic constant K as a
function of q is dominated by the behavior of the elastic
constant of the floe I(.'&. Combining Eqs. (1), (4), and (5),
we have

where Ko is the bending constant between two neighbor-
ing springs and S is the radius of gyration of the projec-
tion of the nodes of the chain in the FXZ direction
where F is the applied force and Z is the normal of the
plane of the chain. In general, the bending constant Ko
can be a function of particle concentration. However, in
the present study we assume Ko to be independent of par-
ticle concentration. It was also found' that bending be-
tween springs dominates the elastic behavior of a long
chain, therefore the contribution from the stretching of
the springs is not included in Eq. (2). Meanwhile, Eq. (2)
also holds for higher Euclidean dimensions. When a
spring represents a bond between two adjacent particles,
we may approximate the elastic constant of the backbone

K& to be that of a linear chain of springs whose radius of
gyration is g. Furthermore, the backbones of the floe
can be fractal objects with a fractal dimension different
from that of the floe. Namely, the number of springs in
a flo that belong to the backbone N» is

(3)

(d +x)/(d —D) (6)

(&L)—
L/g

The force on a Aoc is thus

Therefore the elastic constant of a gel increases with par-
ticle concentration in a power-law fashion with the ex-
ponent (d +x)/(d D). It is w—orth noting that Ref. 14
did not distinguish between the strong-link and the
weak-link regimes and did not study the limit of the
linear behavior shown below. It should be emphasized
that Eq. (6) is a result of the change of flo size as the par-
ticle concentration is varied. The interactions between
particles and, hence, the spring constants are assumed to
be independent of particle concentration.

In the strong-link (interfloc) regime, the breaking of
bonds occurs within a floc. Suppose that we impose a
macroscopic deformation on the system hL, the deforma-
tion of a flo is then

Ko
2+. . (4)

where the exponent x is some number that is less than the
fractal dimension of the foes D and is larger than unity
to provide a connected path. The quantity S in Eq. (2) is
now the square of the flo size j . Therefore, combining
Eqs. (2) and (3), we have

The weakest bonds in a floc would be the singly connect-
ed bonds on which the force is exactly F&. When the
force on a bond is beyond a certain criterion, e.g. , 1, the
bond breaks. Therefore we set F& =1 and obtain the limit
of linearity yo at which the weakest bonds break and the
linear elastic behavior vanishes

Here, we see that the elastic constant of the individual
flocs decreases rapidly with increasing Aoc size with a

f1 +x —(1+x)/(d —D)
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Thus Eq. (9) predicts that the observable linear region
(where Hooke s law applies) shrinks with increasing par-
ticle concentration in the strong-link regime.

B. Weak-link regime

The weak-link regime may be achieved with very small
floe. As one can see from Eq. (4), small floe are
stronger springs compared to large floe. One way of
forming small flocs is to start with a higher particle con-
centration as we have shown in Eq. (1). In the case of
weak interfloc links, the elastic behavior of the gels is
dominated by the elastic constant of the interfloc links K&

since the floe are now more rigid when compared to the
interfloc links. Again, one can write the elastic constant
of a system of L in terms of that of the interfloc links

'd —2

p —(d —2j {d—2)/(d —D jf' (10)

III. EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were carried out with aqueous suspen-
sions of two boehmite alumina powders, i.e., Catapal and
Dispal, supplied by Vista Chemical Co. in Houston, Tex-
as. Two systems were shown in order to demonstrate the

Similarly the behavior of the limit of linearity yo can be
obtained by

g
—

1 1/( d D)—
'Vo

Comparing Eqs. (6) and (10), one can see that in the
weak-link regime the elastic constant of the system in-
creases more slowly than in the strong-link regime.
Moreover, Eq. (11) predicts that the limit of linearity in-
creases with increasing concentration in the weak-link re-
gime, in contrast to the strong-link case.

Before ending this section, it should be emphasized
that in this paper, we are dealing with the scaling behav-
ior of the elastic properties of colloidal gels that are well
above the gelation threshold. The scaling behavior of the
elastic properties well above the gelation threshold is
dominated by the fractal nature of the flocs that form the
building blocks of the system. This is in contrast to the
scaling behavior near the gelation threshold where a
threshold and critical phenomena are involved. Further-
more, the fractal dimension of the floe should be those of
the colloidal aggregates rather than that of the percola-
tion clusters since the floe were formed by aggregation
processes and the gels were well above the gelation
threshold. For example, this point has been clearly
demonstrated in polymeric systems. ' Near the gel point,
the shear modulus of a gel behaves like G-(q& —

qr )'

which is characteristic of a percolation transition and the
exponent t is not related to the exponent v(AG-N") of
the individual polymers. Whereas far from the gel point,
while the system is still in the semidilute regime, the
shear modulus behaves as G-cp for a good solvent
and G -qv for a poor solvent. The exponent 2.25 (or 3) is
related to the exponent v of the individual polymers.

generality of our results. The Catapal system was studied
at constant pH while the Dispal system was studied at a
constant electrolyte concentration. The Catapal powders
are agglomerated platelike boehmite alumina crystallites.
The dried agglomerates are irregular in shape with an
average size of 65 pm. The agglomerates can be
dispersed in acidic solution and broken up into single
crystallites (50—100 A in diameter and 10—20 A in thick-
ness) or smaller agglomerates. ' The Dispal powder can
be readily dispersed in water. The dried Dispal ag-
glornerates appear more spherical and much smaller in
size than the Catapal agglomerates.

The Catapal powder suspensions of 3 to 10 vol%%uo were
prepared by electrostatic stabilization. The Catapal
powder was mixed with distilled water and 0.03 mol of
nitric acid was added to 1 mol of boehmite and was shak-
en in a wrist-action shaker for 48 h to break up the ag-
glomerates. To eliminate the hard agglomerates the sus-
pensions were left for 48 h resulting in a sediment in the
bottom of the suspension. The top portions of the sus-
pensions were decanted and used for the experiments.
The pH was adjusted to 5.5 by adding 1N NaOH solution
to obtain a gel. The gels were then placed in the rheome-
ter for measurements. The Dispal powder suspensions of
3 to 11 vol% were also prepared by electrostatic stabili-
zation. The Dispal powder was mixed with distilled wa-
ter. The pH of the suspensions was 3.5+0.5.

In order to compare with the scaling theory described
earlier, we kept the interparticle interaction independent
of particle concentration by adding a large amount of
electrolyte. In the case of the Dispal powders, we have
added 0.244M KC1 to all samples to induce gelation, in-
cluding the sample on which the light-scattering experi-
ment was performed. The g potential of the boehmite
particles was about 40 mV. Therefore, each particle car-
ries about 10 electron charges and releases the same num-
ber of counter ions in the suspension. In our most con-
centrated sample with about 10 vol%%uo of boehmite parti-
cles, the particle number density was about 10' cm
and the number concentration of the counter ions
released by the particles was about 10' cm, both of
which are much smaller than the number concentration
of the added electrolytes, which is about 2X 10 cm
Under the electrostatic condition, within the Derjaguin,
Landau, Verwey, and Overbeek' (DLVO) theory, the
screening of the interparticle repulsion is dominated by
the added electrolytes but not the particles nor the
counter ions released by the particles. Therefore, the in-
teraction between particles should be independent of par-
ticle concentration. In the Catapal system, the screening
of the interparticle interaction is dominated by the added
nitrate. In a 10 vol% Catapal suspension, the number
concentration of nitrate was about 10 cm which was
again much larger than both the number density of the
particles and that of the counter ions.

Unlike the Catapal gels, the Dispal gels were grown
in situ within the rheometer. However, we found that
for the experimental conditions we have chosen, the rnea-
surements of the boehmite alumina gels were not affected
much whether the gels were grown in the rheometer
in situ or not. This is very different from silica gels,
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where the behavior of the gels after shear is difterent
from that of the freshly grown gels.

For both the Catapal and the Dispal suspensions, the
gelation threshold is between 1 and 2 vol%. A 1 vol%
suspension never gels and a 2 vol k suspension gels after
several days. Thus the concentration range (~3 vol%)
we studied for the Catapal and Dispal gels is well above
the gelation threshold, i.e., y/y, &1, where cp, denotes
the gelation threshold. Therefore, the elastic behavior of
the gels is not determined by the scaling of the percola-
tion transition as it might be near the gelation threshold
but is instead dominated by the fractal nature of the col-
loidal Hoes as we have argued above.

We performed dynamic rheological measurements on
the boehmite alumina gels using the Rheometrics Fluids
Spectrometer (RFS-8400). The storage (G') and loss
(G") moduli were measured at various oscillating strain
amplitudes y with angular frequency co=0.7 rad/s for
Catapal gels and co=1.0 rad/s for Dispal gels. The test
fixture used was parallel plates (50 and 25 mm in diame-
ter) and the gap between the plates was between 1 and 1.5
mm. The storage modulus 6' measures the elastic
response and the loss modulus 6" measures the viscous
dissipation per circle of sinusoidal deformation of a gel.
Typical behavior of G' and 6" as a function of strain is
shown in Fig. 3. G' is constant at small strain and de-
creases at higher strain. We interpret the onset of the
nonlinearity (decrease in G') to be the breaking of the
weak bonds in the gel network. The limit of linearity yo,
defined as the end point of the linear region —which we
chose experimentally as the point beyond which G' devi-
ates more than 5% from its maximum value —is shown
in Fig. 4 as a function of particle concentration for Cata-
pal gels and in Fig. 5 for Dispal gels. Figures 6 and 7
show the value of the storage modulus in the linear re-
gion Go as a function of the particle concentration for
Catapal gels and Dispal gels, respectively. Both Go and

yo show a power-law behavior and can be fitted to the
forms
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FIG. 4. Limit of linearity as a function of Catapal particle
concentration at pH=5. 5. The limit of linearity is defined as in
the text.
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The exponents 4.1 and 4.2 for Go are comparable to that
for colloidal silica gels, ' which is 4.0+0.5, while the
scaling behavior for the limit of linearity is observed here
for the first time. The trend of decreasing limit of lineari-
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FIG. 3. The storage modulus G' and loss modulus G" of

Dispal boehmite alumina gels at 4.5 vol%, as a function of
strain amplitude. The electrolyte concentration is 0.244M.

FIG. 5. Limit of linearity as a function of Dispal particle
concentration at electrolyte concentration 0.244M.
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FIG. 8. I(q) vs q for the dilute Dispal suspensions at 0.0075
vol % where I{q) is the light-scattering intensity and the
definition of q is given in the text. The electrolyte concentration
is the same as in Figs. 5 and 7.

FIG. 6. Storage modulus in the linear region as a function of
Catapal particle concentration at pH =5.5.
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FIG. 7. Storage modulus in the linear region as a function of
the Dispal particle concentration. The electrolyte concentra-
tion is the same as in Fig. 5.

ty with increasing concentration indicates that the system
is in the strong-link regime. Comparing Eq. (12) with Eq.
(6) and Eq. (13) with Eq. (9), one obtains x —= 1.1 and
D =-2.0 for the Catapal gels and x —=1.4 and D =-1.95 for
the Dispal gels studied here.

To check our prediction more closely, we also per-
formed static light-scattering experiments on the dilute
Dispal suspensions to determine the fractal dimension D
of the flocs. The light-scattering unit has a 50-m%
helium-neon laser with a wavelength k=632. 8 nm and

was manufactured by Brookhaven Instrument Corpora-
tion. The scattering intensity I(q) versus q of a Dispal
suspension at 0.0075 vol%%uo and electrolyte concentration
of 0.244M is shown in Fig. 8 where q is related to the
scattering angle 8 by q =(4rrn /A, )sin(8/2) with n as the
refractive index of the Quid. The negative of the slope of
the least-squares fit to the double-logarithmic plot of I (q)
versus q in Fig. 8 gives the fractal dimension of the
Qocs, ' D=-2.04, which is in agreement with the value
D = 1.95 deduced from the rheological measurements.

Under electrostatic conditions, the interaction between
two colloida1 particles is described by the DLVO theory.
The interparticle interaction has two minima; the pri-
mary minimum is essentially infinitely deep and occurs at
contact, whereas the second minimum is very shallow,
often shallower than kz T, and occurs at a farther separa-
tion distance where kz is the Boltzmann constant and T
is the room temperature. Between the two minima there
is a repulsive barrier whose height changes with the par-
ticle surface charge, electrolyte concentration, etc. At
low electrolyte concentrations, the repulsive barrier
prevents particles from aggregating. %hen a high con-
centration of electrolyte is added to the suspension, the
repulsive barrier is much reduced. The thermal energy is
enough to activate particles to overcome the repulsive
barrier, resulting in slow aggregation. The aggregates
formed by slow aggregation under electrostatic condi-
tions exhibit a fractal dimension around 2.0 which is con-
sistent with the result of the computer simulations of the
RLA model. Furthermore, the fractal dimension 2.0 for
aggregates formed by slow aggregation has been shown to
be quite universal for various colloidal particles ranging
from colloidal gold, to colloidal silica, to colloidal polys-
tyrene particles. Since our gels were formed by slow ag-
gregation under electrostatic conditions it is reasonable
to expect that the aggregates are of the RLA type with a
fractal dimension D -2.0.

In general, clusters may swell in dilute suspensions if
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the interparticle interaction has a particle-concentration
dependence. ' ' The concentration dependence of the in-

teraction results from the screening of the interparticle
interaction by the presence of other particles at concen-
trated suspensions. This has been observed in many po-
lymeric systems. ' The dimension D, which is the inverse
of the Flory number v, is 1.67 in a dilute solution with a
good solvent, and D becomes 2.0 in a polymer melt. '

The experiment by Martin, Wilcoxon, and Adolf also
indicated that clusters swe11ed in dilute solutions in their
polymeric silica gels. However, in the present study, the
fractal dimension obtained by the light-scattering experi-
ment in the dilute suspension agrees with that obtained
from the rheological measurements at the gel state, indi-
cating that there is no swelling of clusters in the dilute
suspensions. This is expected since in the Dispal samples,
we added the same concentration of KCl to all samples to
ensure that the screening of the interparticle interaction
is dominated by the added electrolytes but not by the par-
ticles and the counter ions they released. A similar result
was also obtained in colloidal silica gels' where a high
concentration of NaC1 (about 0.45M) was added. Light-
scattering measurements on gels of 1.2 —10 wt% gave a
fractal dimension of 2. 16+0.10 consistent with the value
2.08 obtained by light-scattering measurements in dilute
suspensions. '

We also performed dynamic light-scattering experi-
ments on the dilute suspensions. Clusters begin to grow
when 1N KNO3 is added such that the electrolyte con-
centration is 0.244M. After a day or two, an average
cluster size of 0.1 pm is observed. This indicates that the
average Aoc size g is on the order of 0.1 pm, similar to
the size observed in the silica gels. '

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

By assuming a certain structure for colloidal gels, a
simple but systematic scaling theory for both the elastic
constant and the limit of linearity of colloidal gels that
are well above the gelation threshold can be derived. The
scaling of the elastic properties of colloidal gels under
such conditions is dominated by the fractal nature of the
floe and is different from the scaling near the gelation
threshold where a percolation-type scaling may apply.
The exponents for both the elastic constant and the limit
of linearity can be expressed in terms of the fractal di-
mension D and the backbone fractal dimension x of the
floe. The fractal dimension D of the floe should be that
of the colloidal aggregates. In general, there can be two
types of scaling behavior, i.e., the strong-link behavior
and the weak-link behavior. The scaling of both the
storage modulus and the limit of linearity depends on
whether the interfloc links are stronger than the floe.
The linear region shrinks with increasing concentration
in the strong-link regime but increases with increasing
concentration in the weak-link regime. The theory also
enables us to extract from the rheological measurements
structural information about the individual floes, such as
the fractal dimension of the floe and the fractal dimen-

(14)

In order for the crossover behavior to occur, Kp has to be
larger than K&. In polymeric gels with crosslinkers, the
links correspond to the crosslinkers and thus KI is usual-

ly larger than or equal to Kp ~ Therefore, polymeric gels
seldom show the crossover behavior. However, there are
no crosslinkers in colloidal gels and Kp can be larger than
KI. Recently, Liu et al. have observed the crossover
from the strong-link behavior to the weak-link behavior
in silica gels when particle concentration is increased.
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sion of the elastic backbones of the floe. The rheological
measurements are in good agreement with the scaling
predictions. The value of the fractal dimension of the
floe of the Dispal gels D =—1.95 deduced from the rheo-
logical measurements is in agreement with the value
D —=2.04 deduced from light scattering measurements on
dilute suspensions. Moreover, both the rheological and
the light-scattering measurements support that the frac-
tal dimension of the floe is indeed that of the colloidal
aggregates but not that of the percolation clusters. Previ-
ously, structural information could only be obtained by
other techniques, such as light-scattering experiments or
box counting on TEM micrographs. In the present
study, there is no swelling of the clusters in the dilute sus-

pensions since the screening of the interparticle interac-
tion was kept the same by adding the same concentration
of KC1 to all samples.

The backbone fractal dimension x for elasticity has not
been measured directly. However, it is known that the
backbone for elasticity is the same as that for electrical
conduction if both bending and stretching of springs are
considered for the elasticity case. ' Thus, we may deter-
mine x by working on an easier problem, namely the frac-
tal dimension of the backbones for electrical conduction.
Recently we calculated x for two-dimensional CLCLA
systems. We found that x is a function of concentra-
tion; it increases from 1 to 1.3 as concentration is
lowered. Therefore, the experimentally-deduced values
of x -= 1. 1 and 1.4 are quite reasonable for three-
dimensional systems.

Finally, we comment on the crossover behavior be-
tween the strong-link and weak-link regimes. Since K&
increases with increasing concentration, a higher concen-
tration should correspond to the weak-link regime. The
crossover concentration from the strong-link to the
weak-link regime can be estimated. The crossover point
corresponds to Ko/g +"

ICI, an-d we get
. &l(2+x) ( D —6) l(2+ x)

0
0'c

I
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